
SEG +1  is a patented mag follower replacement that Automatically stops 

the bolt carrier and saves the last round in the chamber. 

NOTE: as it saves a round in the chamber even when the operator thinks he 

reached the end of  a current magazine, your gun is always loaded with 
another bullet PLEASE handle your gun carefully.  

NOT all mags are alike, this follower fits only 

standard metal AK-47 and CAA polymer mags  

DO NOT use on an uncertified magazine!  

Your AK magazine is comprised with four (4) parts: 

1. The body  

2. A spring 

3. A bottom cap 

4. A follower 

Know your tools 

The body  

follower 

spring 

bottom cap 

Step 1: safety 
1. Make sure your gun is clear of bullets, without a mag inside, placed in a safe place pointing a safe direction. the magazine 

is out of the gun and empty of any ammunition. No bullets should be in the mag while replacing the follower.   

2. The spring is under high compression, to avoid any injury, do not point the bottom of the mag toward face or other 

vulnerable parts 

3. Read all of the instructions before disassembling the mag  

Step 2: remove spring 

1. Hold the magazine up side down, and using a hard object such 

as a screw-driver (do not use a live bullet) press the small 

Butten at the bottom cap.  

2. While pressing, slide the cap off  

3. While removing the cap, hold the spring with your hands to 

prevent him from flying off 

4. Hold the spring with your other hand and remove it slowly 

press 

Secure the 

spring while 

removing 

cap 

Hold firmly 

and remove 

spring 

slowly  

Step 3: replace the follower 

1. Take off the old follower and position the new SEG+1 follower at 

the same orientation. 

Step 4: assembling  

1. Insert the follower and the spring back into the mag body. (you 

can also slide the follower and then insert the spring ) 

2. Use your fingers to compress the spring back and hold it firmly 

with your hand 

3. Slide the bottom cap back on while holding the spring. 

4. That’s it, mag is ready. 

Need help? Scan 

me for a quick 
video 


